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top headlines

 Signing ceremony
IUSM-Evansville will anchor a new interdisciplinary academic health science education and research campus.

 Beering Award
Roger J. Davis will deliver the 2013 Steven C. Beering Award Lecture on Oct. 30.

 Treat the Streets
A new program aims at improving the way childhood asthma is medically managed in Marion County.

editor’s picks

 Opportunities
Upcoming events
Don't miss a lecture from Ora Pescovitz; a renowned surgeon’s visit; and the retirement reception for Siu L. Hui.

 News to Use
Proton Therapy visit
A prominent Oxford researcher recently visited the IU Health Proton Therapy Center.

 features of the week

 story

 Translational research
Indiana CTSI has received a nearly $30 million grant renewal from the National Institutes of Health to continue its mission to accelerate translational research across Indiana and beyond. The institute also aims to focus on new issues such as health care delivery, drug development and public health policy.

 podcast

 AIDS research
The IU Center for AIDS Research, in conjunction with the Indiana CTSI, has launched a new pilot grant program.

**Kudos**

**Wall of Fame**

Five individuals were honored at the 2013 IU School of Medicine-Lafayette Wall of Fame Tribute.

**faculty & staff spotlight**

**Brater Award**

Debra K. Litzelman has been named the first D. Craig Brater Professor of Global Health Education.

**student spotlight**

**Governor's Award**

The IU Student Outreach Clinic has been honored with a Governor's Service Award.

**'Sound Medicine'**

This week, "Sound Medicine" explores the importance of the annual checkup. Other topics include a debate about risks versus benefits of lung cancer screenings, children and chronic illness, and helping sick friends.

**events & lectures**

- **Health and Benefits Fair**
  10-25-2013
- **Retirement reception for Siu L. Hui**
  10-28-2013
- **IUSM Art Exhibition**
  11-01-2013
- **Indiana Biobank RFA deadline**
  11-11-2013

**IUSM Newsroom**

News and headlines from Indiana University School of Medicine.
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